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Under the BMW X1's somewhat anonymous-looking outer skin lies a playful chassis that give
this small SUV a winning character, which earned it an Editors' Choice award. All X1s come with
the a hp turbocharged four-cylinder engine, which provides considerable pep and reasonable
fuel economy. On a twisty road, the ute comes alive and delivers much of the same crisp
handling and ride refinement that the BMW brand is known for. Inside, the cabin is spacious for
four adults, and the large cargo area will swallow suitcases, groceries, and bulky items with
ease. A few down-market materials and a pair of bar-stool-shaped front seats slightly dull the
X1's shine, though. For a sportier compact SUV wearing the roundel, check out the
mechanically similar X2 , which we review separately. Also, BMW won't let customers order the
sports seats as a standalone option anymore. You have to select the M Sport pack if you want
them. We'd suggest you stick with the front-wheel-drive sDrive28i, since moving up to the
all-wheel-drive xDrive model doesn't exactly improve the X1's chances of tackling the Rubicon
Trail. There is only one engine and transmission pairing for the X1: a silky hp turbocharged 2.
The turbo four provides plenty of pep as well as good fuel efficiency. In our all-wheel-drive test
vehicle, we managed a 6. Front-wheel drive is standard. The optional all-wheel-drive system
favors the front wheels, although up to percent of the engine's output can, for brief moments in
low-traction scenarios, flow to the rear. And the all-wheel-drive X1 we tested delivered just 29
mpg on the highway, 2 mpg short of its EPA rating. The X1's interior is nicely appointed with
mostly premium materials. But poke around and you'll find evidence of cost cutting. The
glovebox door is as flimsy as a plastic lunchbox, and the bin hidden under the front seat, while
useful, feels as if BMW bought it in bulk from a dollar-store fire sale. The cockpit has a
driver-focused layout, reinforcing the X1's sporty personality. Facing the driver is a
businesslike gauge cluster that looks elegant and is easy to read at a glance. The driving
position is great, although the steering-wheel adjustments could use more range of motion in
both angle and reach. The cargo area is carpeted, trimmed in chrome, and cavernous. We
managed to fit seven carry-on cases behind the second row and 19 total with the rear seat
folded. The X1's standard infotainment system is intuitive and easy to operate while on the go
but perhaps a little dated. The 8. To control all these things, BMW provides a rotary knob on the
center console that fits comfortably beneath the driver's right hand. The controller is
surrounded by shortcut buttons for phone, nav, and other functions. The X1 received five stars
from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration but missed out on a Top Safety Pick
designation last year from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety thanks to headlamps that
scored only Marginal in that agency's testing. Basic driver-assistance features are provided at
no cost, but more advanced technology will require adding option packages. Key safety
features include:. BMW's limited warranty and powertrain protection are ordinary for the class,
but the company sweetens the deal with three years of free scheduled maintenance. The Lexus
NX and Lincoln MKC offer the same limited warranties, and they provide six-year or 70,mile
powertrain coverage, but both come with shorter periods of complimentary scheduled
maintenance. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More Features and
Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on
the BMW X1. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From BMW. We remember when things used to be so simple. If you felt
sporty, you chose an M3 or M5, or more simply tuned "is" eye-ess versions of said models if
you were on a budget. If you didn't need the extra doors, there was a 3 Series coupe, 6 Series
and, for a short time, an 8 Series which has since been relaunched. Today, BMW's lineup covers
more than 20 different models, and it ranges from sports convertibles to two-door coupes to
four-door "coupes" to sedans to crossovers to full-size SUVS, plus electric cars. It's a dizzying
array of vehicles and the BMW X1 is at the very bottom of the enormous heap. With the
second-generation BMW X1 having been on the market for several years now , the marque's
product planners thought it was time to revise their entry-level offering. New for the model year
are mostly cosmetic changes, including new front and rear bumpers, a larger front grille, LED
taillights, a revised 8. The turbocharged 2. We recently got behind the wheel of the baby BMW
crossover, which shares a platform with the not-so Mini Countryman , to see what's what. As
the saying goes, you get what you pay for. While sadly, there are few BMWs that impress this
author any longer, the X1 is one of the lineup's strong points. The packaging is excellent, with
plenty of room for not only front passengers, but second-row riders as well. The rear bench seat
doesn't even feel like a penalty box, with nicely sculpted seats that provide excellent support.
The cargo bay is spacious to boot and the interior materials feel nice enough for this price
point, something that hasn't always been true of less expensive BMWs in the past. In fact, our
single biggest gripe inside of the X1 is that having only one USB port up front is simply one too
few to keep two devices charged up. Luckily, there are two more in the second row you can use
in a pinch, should rear-seat occupants not need them. Most of the X1's instrumentation is still

analog, with digital instrument panels reserved for models further up the food chain. On the
road, the BMW X1 xDrive28i is stable, solid, and damped on the sportier side of things, with less
body roll than we've come to expect from this segment and strong, torquey punch from the
turbocharged 2. New for the model year is a revised eight-speed Steptronic automatic
transmission which BMW says shifts smoother and quicker than the previous iteration. That
may be trueâ€”we don't recall any major gripes with the previous X1's gearboxâ€”but the latest
version is smooth up and down the 'box. And in Sport mode, it has decent intuition for which
gear the driver wants to be in. That makes up for not having paddle shifters behind the steering
wheel, though you can still shift manually by tapping the gear lever if you think you can do
better than the computer. We didn't bother. Speaking of driving modes, the X1 has far fewer
modes than pricier BMW products. You'll have to make do with Eco, Comfort, and Normal, and
none are configurable like the dizzying options in, say, the X3M Competition. That said, we left
the X1 in Normal for 95 percent of our driving and didn't feel like we were missing out on much.
The BMW X1 xDrive28i, capable as it is, is not especially the type of car you'd go for a drive in
simply for the sheer joy of driving. It doesn't seem to suffer in the handling or performance
arena because of this, but it does make the X1 more livable when filled to capacity than either of
its competitors. Just keep an eye on those options. Close Ad. Rory Jurnecka Writer,
Photographer. Feels like the premium product it is marketed as Excellent packaging means big
space in a small crossover Sporty-ish driving and all-weather capability. Careful with the
options, they add up quickly. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. That means it's a
comfortable and compact SUV with the latest tech and safety features. But the X1 also is a joy
to drive in that old-school BMW sort of way. It comes standard with a powerful engine and gives
you a nimble feel when going around turns. It offers the most cargo capacity in its class as well.
For there are no changes to the X1, which is just fine. The most glaring omission is the
continued lack of support for Android Auto. Otherwise the X1 fares well against a crowded field
of rivals â€” many of which are big on style but short on practicality. Check out our in-depth
Expert Rating to learn more of our take on the X1. Both are powered by a turbocharged 2. Spent
a lot of time researching smaller sporty high end SUV. Never owned a BMW before. Coming
from an Acura RDX. The X1 is excellent. Drives like a sports car especially in Sport mode.
Perfect size. Somehow Smaller than competition on outside but much bigger on the inside.
Surprising how much room on the inside. Car is comfortable well appointed. Was headed for a
bad collision and had to slam on break and jerk the wheel hard right then left. The X1 held
steady with no skid or even a lean. Shopped around and got the car with a lot of upgrades for
under 39k. I have 5k miles and averaging about 28mpg as I use eco drive for long drives on
highway. Write a review. See all 1 reviews. It's a distinctive choice with its boxy styling and a
functional and comfortable interior. There is even an optional third row of seats â€” virtually
unheard of for its size. The X1 is more fun to drive, but not by much. The Q3 has a handsome
interior with excellent materials, which makes a comfortable ride even more enjoyable. All-wheel
drive is standard too. Yet its biggest strength is striking technology that adds personality to the
driving experience. We still prefer the X1, however. It has more cargo space and a little more
personality. It's slow and unexciting to drive, and the cabin is cramped compared with other
small SUVs. But it has interesting styling, lots of standard features and excellent fuel economy
ratings. There's a hybrid version too. The X1 is a better vehicle, but the UX presents excellent
value. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the BMW X1 and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the X1 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the X1. Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the BMW X1 and all model years in our database. Our
rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the X1 featuring deep dives into
trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers
expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video
reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous
testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also
regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every
day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and
whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the
best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and
then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,

read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the BMW X1. Edmunds has deep
data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level
features and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic,
drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled
seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats
,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to
allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior
features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating,
edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Select year - New - New. Other
years. Pros Strong and responsive turbo engine Sharp handling makes it fun to drive Plenty of
rear passenger and cargo room High-quality materials and fit and finish Cons Ride quality gets
a little jarring on rough roads Not particularly quiet on the highway What's new The BMW X1
carries over unchanged for Part of the second X1 generation introduced for It provides excellent
cargo space and passenger accommodations along with a fun-to-drive demeanor. But if you
value a cushier ride, a more fashionable interior or cutting-edge tech, you'll likely want to
consider other strong options in this class. Its all-wheel-drive system adds curvy-road agility
and confidence, supported by responsive steering and excellent brakes. It may be an SUV, but it
sure behaves like a performance hatchback. Power delivery from its turbocharged engine is
smooth and ample. In our testing, the X1's sprint to 60 mph took just 6. This would be all for
naught if the X1 didn't perform at slower speeds as well, but we found it easy to drive in routine
driving. Shifts from the eight-speed automatic transmission are quick and responsive. The seat
cushions are on the firm side but are also highly adjustable; even the lateral support can be
adjusted, which is rare in this class. Ride comfort â€” or the lack thereof â€” is the X1's most
glaring weak spot. You'll feel a lot of bumps in the road because of the stiff suspension tuning
and run-flat tires. The sidewalls of run-flat tires aren't as compliant as those of regular tires. The
climate controls are old-school hard buttons and knobs, and they're easy to operate and do a
great job of maintaining cabin temperature. Rear air vents ensure backseat occupants get their
share of circulation. The cabin is also one of the quietest in the segment. Only mild wind and
road noise seeps in. The engine is virtually silent at idle and only makes itself known under
heavy acceleration. Ample passenger space is one of the X1's defining traits. Generous space
up front, plenty of rear toe room, and an airy cabin make the X1 feel larger than other
subcompact crossover SUVs. It's easy to get in and out of the cabin, and a relatively upright
greenhouse makes for good visibility all around. The X1 has an older version of BMW's iDrive
infotainment system, but we actually prefer it to the latest system in cars such as the 3 Series. It
looks dated but it's easier to use. The combination of an 8. The X1 has just enough tech to stay
current but in no way pushes the envelope. The standard audio system will be fine for most
people, but discerning audio enthusiasts may note the lack of richness. The voice controls use
natural language, so you don't have to memorize a rigid command structure, but they lack the
depth of Mercedes' MBUX system. A total of four USB ports ensures plenty of charging options
for passengers. The native navigation system is thankfully quite easy to use. BMW's driving
aids generally work well. The operation of the optional adaptive cruise control system feels
natural but won't automatically restart the car after it comes to a stop. Lane keeping assist and
a degree parking camera are not available. The X1 sports a healthy of We believe the cargo
volume advantage is mainly due to the large underfloor storage where a spare tire might
otherwise be. It folds flat for maximum flexibility, though we wish there was a release
mechanism in the cargo area. There are no super creative solutions for small-item storage, but
there is a good amount of space for personal effects. In terms of installing a child seat, the car
seat anchors are very easy to access, but you'll likely find that you'll have to slide up the front
seats somewhat in order to fit a large rear-facing safety seat. That said, most competitors are
smaller inside and have even less room for car seats. That pegs the X1 as one of the most
fuel-efficient options in the class. We observed Like most modern BMWs, the X1 is solidly built.
The quality of materials is up to class standards, with soft-touch surfaces and convincing wood
and aluminum trim. In terms of cost, both the Audi Q3 and Volvo XC40 start at lower price
points and ultimately cost less once optioned up. And despite the BMW's performance
advantage, the perceived bang for your buck is greater in those models. Those buying an X1
will either value its sporty advantage or prefer BMWs in general. The X1 is exactly what you'd
expect. Though slightly restyled for , it looks largely the same as it did when this generation

debuted in Your first choice on getting an X1 is whether to get the base sDrive28i, which is
front-wheel-drive, or the xDrive28i, which is all-wheel-drive. There's a strong case to be made
for sticking with the sDrive28i and freeing up more of your budget for the X1's optional extras.
The Premium package, for example, has features you're going to want, such as heated seats
and keyless entry. They include: M Sport package Enhances the X1's sportiness with: Unique
wheel design Sportier exterior trim Sport-tuned transmission Sportier steering wheel with
paddle shifters Sport front seats Unique interior trim M Sport suspension optional Convenience
package Includes a few niceties, including Power-folding mirrors Auto-dimming interior and
exterior mirrors Adjustable lumbar support for the front seats Ambient interior lighting
Panoramic sunroof Premium package Comes with desirable upgrades such as: Contents of the
Convenience package LED headlights with cornering lights Heated front seats Heated steering
wheel Head-up display Upgraded navigation Luxury package Upgrade the X1's interior with the
following: Authentic leather Wood-grain or aluminum trim Also be on the lookout for a few
stand-alone options. They include: Adaptive cruise control maintains a driver-set distance
between the X1 and the car in front Premium Harman Kardon sound system Wireless charging
pad. Read more. Find savings on the X1 for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all X1
lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the X1. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars,
Excellent. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started
Already have a dealer quote? Speed Limit Info Informs the driver of speed limit changes by
using a camera to read the sign and display the corresponding information in the dash. City
Collision Mitigation Warns you about an imminent front collision and can automatically apply
the brakes to help you avoid or mitigate an accident. Side Impact Test Good. BMW X1 vs.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the X1 both on the road and
at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about BMW X1 fuel economy, so it's important to
know that the X1 gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 27 mpg, depending on the configuration.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in
mind that the X1 has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the BMW X1 is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the X1. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the X1's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the BMW X1 is a good
car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the X1 and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy,
cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the X1 is a
good car for you. What do people think of the BMW X1? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the BMW X1 and all model
years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which BMW X1s are available in my area? Can't find a
new BMW X1s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check
out BMW lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the X1 drive? How
comfortable is the X1? How economical is the X1? Is the X1 a good value? It's powered by a
turbocharged four-cylinder engine that revs eagerly and smoothly with good fuel-economy
ratings and plenty of power. The cabin is spacious for such a small crossover; four adults will
ride in comfort, with room to spare for their luggage in the capacious cargo hold. It's this
perfect blend of sport and function that has earned it back-to-back-to-back 10Best awards. BMW
has given its smallest crossover a visual freshening for , with larger front grilles, new front and
rear bumpers, updated LED lighting elements, and fresh wheel designs. Last year's standard 6.
BMW revised the eight-speed automatic transmission for , but we haven't driven it yet so we
can't confirm BMW's claim that it shifts faster and more smoothly than before. We'd spring for
the M Sport package, not only because we like its sportier, more monochrome appearance, but
because we prefer that package's more sculpted sport seats. There is only one engine and
transmission pairing for the X1: a silky hp turbocharged 2. The turbo four provides plenty of pep
as well as good fuel efficiency. In our all-wheel-drive test vehicle, we managed a 6. Front-wheel
drive is standard; the optional all-wheel-drive system puts most of the power through the front
wheels, although up to percent of the engine's output can, for brief moments in low-traction
scenarios, flow to the rear. The X1's ride is firm and it does not suppress the nastiest road
imperfections; it's more sports car than SUV in this regard. The X1 has electrically assisted
power steering, which filters out much of the tactility that makes driving BMWs a joy. Our
highway testing proves, as always, that your real-world mileage may vary: the all-wheel-drive X1
we tested delivered just 29 mpg of its 31 mpg rating. The X1's interior is nicely appointed and
crafted from mostly premium materials. Poke around, and you'll find evidence that BMW's
accountants repurposed funds from the interior. The glovebox door is as flimsy as a plastic
lunchbox, and the bin hidden under the front seat, while useful, feels as if BMW bought it in bulk

from a dollar-store fire sale. The cockpit has a driver-focused layout, reinforcing the X1's sporty
personality. Facing the driver is a businesslike gauge cluster that looks elegant and is readable
at a glance. The driving position is great, although the steering-wheel adjustments could use
more range of motion in both angle and reach. The cargo area is carpeted, chrome-trimmed, and
cavernous. We managed to fit seven of our carry-on cases behind the second row and 19 in
total with the rear seat folded down. The X1's standard infotainment system is intuitive enough,
and it's easy to operate while on the go. All X1s come standard with an 8. The X1's infotainment
system bundles navigation, radio, telephone, and the car's overall systems menu under the
command of a rotary knob that fits comfortably beneath the driver's right hand. The controll
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er is surrounded by shortcut buttons for phone, nav, and other functions. The X1 received five
stars from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration but missed out on a Top Safety
Pick designation last year from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety thanks to headlamps
that scored only Marginal in that agency's testing. Basic driver-assistance features are provided
at no cost but more advanced technology will require adding option packages. Key safety
features include:. BMW's limited warranty and powertrain protection are ordinary for the class,
but the company sweetens the deal with three years of free scheduled maintenance. The Lexus
NX and the Lincoln MKC offer the same limited warranties and they provide six-year or 70,mile
powertrain warranties, but both come with shorter periods of complimentary scheduled
maintenance. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian.
More on the BMW X1. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From BMW.

